
Beth: Hello, this is Beth Brodovsky, and welcome to Driving Participation. Today I am here 

with Maggie McGary. Maggie is the communications and PR manager at the Society of Fire 

Protection Engineers. Maggie and I met each other years ago, probably through association 

chats. Thanks so much for joining me today, Maggie.

Maggie: Thanks for having me. 

Beth: I think that is where we originally met, right?

Maggie: Yes.

Beth: Maggie and I originally met, for those of you who may not know, through a Twitter 

chat, which is a fabulous way for an organization to reach out and meet new people, and 

it’s a great way for professionals who have similar interests to get together and talk about 

things that we’re interested in and that’s how we originally got connected and we’ve since 

met each other in person at at least one conference and stayed in touch since then. I’m 

thrilled to have Maggie on. She’s had a very interesting journey through a number of different 

communications roles as social media has risen through the professional world and one 

of the things that she and I were talking about is the challenge of managing and creating 

all of the especially the visual communications that are being required today, especially of 

people that are managing and doing both digital and online print material, with print and 

digital communications. Since Maggie has been in a number of different organizations, she’s 

had different levels probably of help and support to deal with that. Maggie, why don’t you 

start us off by telling us a little about your background, how you wandered into this world 

of communications in this nonprofit, and in your case specifically association, world and just 

some of the things you love about what you do. 

Maggie: Sure. I have a very broad background. I’ve had a lot of jobs particularly over the 
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past couple of years, but I started actually my first job out of college just by accident was in 

an association. I took a job through a staffing agency in the media relations department of 

what was then the U.S. Council for Energy Awareness. Today they are the Nuclear Energy 

Institute. I’d never heard of associations before nor did I know anything about nuclear 

power, but I took that job and kind of discovered that you know in DC the main places of 

employment are associations. I started there in media relations. I hopped around to a couple 

different companies, most of which were associations, in various communications roles. Back 

then in the early and mid-90s that was a lot of writing for print, doing press releases, doing 

manual clips pages every day, reading the newspapers and cutting out the articles relevant 

to the topic and distributing to staff. Back then it was you know definitely just traditional 

communications. I then got into kind of more web-based communications. Probably about 

10-12 years ago when I took a job as I guess it was, they had said that it was writing for the 

web, but I wouldn’t have to know how to do any web development. I started and they were 

like “Actually we were going to get this content management system, but we didn’t get it 

so you need to learn HTML,” so it was kind of immersion by fire so I started with that. Then 

I went to the American Speech Language Hearing Association, where I was brought on as 

a web developer, but also because I kind of had my own personal blog and was into social 

media in the personal sense, I was brought on at ASLHA to get them started using social 

media. I stayed there for about five years and concentrated exclusively in social media and 

community management and then have since kind of broadened back out from focusing just 

on social media back to broader communications kind of role. Now at SFPE, I manage all the 

communications, marketing, social media, website so I’m sort of back to doing it all, which 

you know is great to still be able to stay in the social media world and apply that knowledge 

that I got from doing only that, but you know be able to kind of roll it up into the bigger 

communications activities for the organization. 

Beth: That brings up a point that I’m curious about. You really caught that wave in 

communications when social media was really just becoming something that was jumping 

the gulf between the college kids and the professionals and people are going “Wait. What?” 

and were terrified of professionalism and what do we say and what if there’s a problem 

in transparency and just there was a lot of fear and anxiety and worry about that and you 

kind of really got in at the very beginning and helped associations navigate through that 

on boarding process and getting comfortable with it. So I’m curious if you have any insight 



being in the DC area and having worked with a number of associations are you seeing where, 

your career symbolic of what’s happening, are people starting to say “Let’s roll social media 

into the global context of communications,” or is there less interest in it or is it just that one 

association is different from another and one association might want to have a community 

and a community manager and another person, another organization may just either not be 

big enough or might have different interests. I guess what I’m curious about is your career 

path and the things that you’re doing kind of part of a general trend or is it just nothing and 

circumstantial? What are your thoughts on it?

Maggie: I kind of think associations are sort of like a decade behind what everybody else is 

doing. Maybe only half a decade. So when I started at ASLHA, I think that was 2007 or 2008, 

and they specifically were like they liked that I had a personal blog and they were looking for 

somebody who knew about social media to kind of get the association started in that and I 

would say I spent probably the first two or three years there just sort of selling social media 

internally. I was doing it, I created their Facebook page. I created their Twitter profile. They 

had a LinkedIn group I believe, but really just had to build it from the ground up and you 

know luckily that was back in the kind of wild west days where you know it was a lot easier 

and a lot sort of quieter on those channels than it is today so you know I had an advantage 

over somebody who was if you were a company starting brand new today, you’re in a lot 

worse shape than you were back then. Back then it was the kind of thing where I created the 

Facebook page, kind of went on a couple different pages and said “ASLHA is on Facebook 

now,” and within a month we had 10,000 fans of the page so it was and also part of that is the 

profession of those members, but it was definitely a gratifying role for doing social media. It 

was kind of like a sweet spot, so I would say ASLHA was and I lobbied internally once I sort 

of started focusing more on the social media than the web stuff, I was the one who lobbied 

to get the title changed to social media and community manager. At that time, there were 

very few associations who had that exclusive position. I remember being interviewed for an 

article in Associations Now probably in 2009 or 2010 that kind of highlighted the three or four 

associations who had like dedicated social media managers. I always blog about it a lot. I was 

always sort of like on a crusade that I really felt that for associations particularly community 

management is really important and that more associations should be hiring for that and 

whether it was somebody whose fulltime job was that or just somebody who was enthusiastic 

about it and had it as part of their responsibilities, but really having someone designated to 



manage social media and community management and be proactive about it. I will say, so it 

did seem like a couple of years ago there were a lot of associations kind of finally getting into 

staffing for the role, so it was sort of as I was kind of getting burned out on just doing that 

and wanting to kind of broaden back out, I was starting to notice that all of a sudden there 

were more of those jobs. What I see now is a lot of focus, a lot more associations focusing 

on private communities and a lot more push from the private community vendors about the 

importance of community management where at the beginning it was definitely they were 

sort of selling a just all you need to do is buy the software and you don’t need a community 

manager. The tide seems to have turned. There seems to be a lot of consultants in that area 

now more specific to private online community management and I do see you know between 

the consultants and associations hiring specifically for that role, it seems to me and again just 

kind of anecdotally, I see more investment in community management for private communities 

than sort of dedicated social media managers. It seems that I’ve seen kind of a shift towards 

social media being kind of like a land grab so where associations tend to be kind of silo-y, the 

different departments kind of making a case for why they should you know own it. Whichever 

department it may end up being in. I know I’ve seen from the different benchmarking surveys 

that various association kind of researchers have done, it usually seems like it’s now kind of 

handled by communications department overall if that’s who is responding to the surveys, but 

it does feel like now it’s just kind of rolled into everything else because you’re using social 

media to do something so to drive traffic to the website, to promote events, so it seems 

like its definitely more integrated as it becomes so mainstream and so much just a part of 

mainstream communications. 

Beth: It’s tough to be the vanguard of something. I mean I’m seeing that, too. It seems that 

it’s definitely starting to get more integrated into every area and people are treating it much 

less like that bubble of thing that’s kind of floating out there like we need to get us a fill in the 

blank kind of thing, which is really, really great. 

Maggie: Exactly.

Beth: So now that you’re in a communications and PR management role and I always say like 

you’re not really, like everybody that works at a nonprofit of any sort has an ampersand in 

their title. Nobody gets to do just one thing. You’ve got to cover a lot of things. What kind of 



support do you have for the work that you do? Do you have a staff? Do you have dedicated 

help with social media or are you just sort of responsible for making everything happen?

Maggie: I’m kind of it. SFPE is, we’re a small staffed organization. We have right now seven 

full time employees and an opening for one more, but I am it as far as communications, 

marketing, web, social media, PR. So I do have a budget, which is something I haven’t had 

before, so I am able to farm out a little bit, not really social media, but graphic stuff, some 

website development stuff, but for the most part and specifically with social media that is all 

me so it’s interesting to have gone from that being the only thing that was on my plate and it 

was a lot to juggle then and now kind of reflecting back on that from my current role when it’s 

one tiny piece of everything else that I’m doing. 

Beth: Right. It’s hard to believe you’re going to look back and say managing a community was 

the good old quiet days. 

Maggie: Exactly. Back then it was like “I’m drowning! How can I do this?” and now it’s just 

sort of laughable, but it pains me a little bit because having done it exclusively and having 

been so into it and so focused on what it takes to do it right, I know that there is so much 

more that we could be doing, but it’s just being realistic about the resources that we have 

and doing the best with what we do and being able, I guess I do feel lucky that I do have that 

experience so I can kind of pick and choose and what I do hopefully is kind of like the most 

bang for the buck rather than kind of playing it by ear. I feel at least I had the experience 

of what works the best and what gets the best results and I kind of use that experience to 

help me use the tiny bit of time that I do have to dedicate to social media as effectively as 

possible.

Beth: So you have to manage social media and probably some print and online and web and 

all that. You said you have an outside designer that can help you a little bit, but you’re the 

only in-house staff person and so you have the wonderful title of manager, but it’s not like you 

have tons of minions to get rid of the execution work. You have to do a lot of that yourself and 

when you and I were talking about this and planning the topic, what really came up was how 

so many people like yourself either in a small-staffed organization or I’ve even seen it in large 

organizations that just have a really small support staff when it comes to the getting things 



done part of the marketing, the execution stuff and that most of the time the person that’s 

staffed in house in an organization is going to be someone with a marketing or management 

or writing background, not a designer. Can you talk a little bit about how in the weight of 

the world with both social and just general online communications and print communications 

are going and people think that print is gone or that it’s going away. I run a communications 

business. Trust me, we do print every single day of the week. We are executing all levels 

of print from high-end annual reports down to simple flyers. Everything is getting done in 

addition to taking things and converting them to sizes and matching documents so that it’s 

all integrated. There’s so much visual that has to get created. What kind of struggles are you 

having with that?

Maggie:  A lot of struggles. You’re definitely right and especially associations. There might be 

other industries where print is dying or obsolete, but absolutely in the association world print 

is not going anywhere. I have worked on editorial teams or departments, but I have never 

been the one responsible for print where now I am. In addition to print and needing to get 

brochures designed or print ads for the magazine or postcards or various other print projects, 

I definitely have an ongoing need for both getting those graphics that are for getting print 

or for giveaways or physical stuff and then getting the same or variation on whatever graphic 

that is for web, needing all different sizes for all social media channels. It’s definitely, that’s 

one thing that’s, with social media, that’s sort of I think kind of brought on like this new focus 

on graphics. 

Beth: Every day I think I’m going to be out of business. I’m not!

Maggie: Exactly. You’ve got a lot of business.

Beth: You’re lucky. You do have a little bit of a budget that you could put towards hiring and 

buying some design outside. You have this wide scope of things that you need to have done. 

How do you decide of all the things that need to be done which are the things that you give 

to the outside resource?

Maggie: The things that need to look really good so with no question I don’t know how to 

do it. Like I don’t know anything about print design. I don’t know anything about resolution 

or formats or bleed or I know the word. That’s all I know about it so things that need to 



be printed and need to look good and have a certain specification, so art work for like a 

giveaway thing or house ads for our magazine or anything that an exhibit needs, anything 

print, I have no idea so absolutely those kinds of things.

Beth: Like image-based stuff. This has to look good. So a lot of people, what will happen is 

you’ll get something like maybe you’ll have your professional designer do an invitation for 

a big event and then after that you have to do social media ads and make a banner for your 

website and do all those different things. How do you handle that creating all the integrated 

communication pieces when you don’t have the budget to have the designer do the whole 

scope of communications that a project needs?

Maggie: I just mostly McGuyver it with free tools, free lunch. The good thing is that there are 

some good free tools, but basically anything I need to do I just Google free whatever, free 

online photo editor, free whatever. At least I have the advantage of having a professional 

design to go from so if I have something on my screen and I can kind of grab out pieces of it 

and save those ads and then use the various free tools to kind of cobble something together, 

I through practice have been able to get good enough to at least sort of get something 

together that’s good enough and know where to look in terms of “OK, I need this one, 

something for this, but it needs to be this size for LinkedIn” or it’s just like it’s never over. 

There’s just always something new so it’s like just when you think like you’re all set, “I have an 

email banner for this and I’ve got a web banner and I have this, that and the other,” and it’s 

like then Twitter changes their background or their profile or LinkedIn you have a whole new 

feature so you can have a profile, a cover or whatever. It’s the social media platforms,

Beth: They’re keeping me in business!

Maggie: Exactly, it’s like every 10 minutes there’s something new so just when you think 

you’re good, you’re not good anymore.

Beth: There’s always something. How easy is it to reformat something? So you were saying 

that you use some free tools. Let’s talk a little bit about when you’re trying to McGuyver it 

yourself and I love that. Hopefully everybody knows that reference.



Maggie: Probably not!

Beth: Probably not. Duct tape and paper clip it together kind of thing. Let’s talk about some 

of the different free tools that you’ve tried and what they’ve been good for and what you still 

struggle with even using the tools that are available.

Maggie: Exactly, so you know somebody sends me, say I need a photo for the website and 

you ask somebody for their photo or their head shot or whatever and they send it to you and 

you open it so your whole screen wide and so I use Paint, which is my free program that I 

have to re-size it from 80 billion pixels to whatever reasonable. I’ve also used PicMonkey and 

another, I’m trying to think. There’s another free …

Beth: Do you use Canva?

Maggie: What’s that?

Beth: Canva. Is that one of them?

Maggie: Yeah, I definitely use Canva for kind of like putting stuff together. Canva is good if 

I have, like I’ve kind of learned by trial and error, the thing with Canva is it has a lot of kind 

of built-in design so if for like my personal blog where I just am looking to do a graphic or 

something like that, it’s pretty easy to go in there and create a blog graphic or Instagram post 

or something from their preset little templates, but if I want to use Canva to say I have the 

SFPE logo and I want to do something with it, their presets are pretty tricky or pretty tricky 

for me. There’s probably like a super easy fix to it, but it’s like you upload your photo or your 

image or whatever and you drag it into their slot and like you can’t or I can’t figure out how to 

do it.

Beth: Okay, I thought it was just me. You know it’s funny. I always try to test these things out 

so I can report on them for people, but the challenge of me testing them is I know how to 

use Photoshop so any time I use something that’s going to do it for you, I feel so constrained 

that I can’t tell if it’s just me like really wanting a blank slate and wanting to do it myself and 

knowing what tools I should have available to me or if there is some constraint within the 



program itself so it’s really interesting to have this conversation to see that you, somebody 

who is not a Photoshop user see the same things as I do.

Maggie: Yeah, like I’m trying to right click on them, I’m trying to grab the corner and it’s like 

stuff that works across sort of the universals of if you highlight something and then there’s the 

little diagonal arrow at the corner when you pull that in, the universal for that little diagonal 

arrow is that the whole image shrinks. That doesn’t work in Canva. So if you drag something 

into one of their areas, it’s that size so basically I’ve had to like bootleg into it where I have 

been able to create some stuff, but instead of say like sizing my image to whatever the size 

of their container is to pick their container with little pieces like little different elements that 

make up a whole and then you kind of drag your pieces that fit and kind of jigsaw it and then 

it ends up like a whole. If you go to our Twitter profile SFP_Inc. the Twitter header I made in 

Canva with kind of like elements that I had. It looks good and it looks like somebody who 

knows what they’re doing made it, but that’s because it was a template with three squares that 

were whatever size and I just dragged my stuff and it actually worked for once, but there are 

an equal number of times when I’m like drag the logo over to one of their things or make a 

different kind of image or something else and I just can’t get it to work. I just have to abandon 

that and use something else, which is frustrating. 

Beth: I’ve seen that, too, so you’re saying you found that Canva works best when you’re 

starting either completely from scratch creating something completely within the Canva 

universe using maybe their pictures and their graphics and modifying the text and a little bit 

of placement. If you play in Canva’s world, I’ve seen some really nice things come out of that, 

but when you’re trying to say you’ve got a print piece and you need to take elements of that 

and match it and arrange it, it becomes a little trickier.

Maggie: Yeah, it’s sort of like there’s kind of like a point of diminishing returns where on the 

one side of that, Canva is super useful and you can make some really good stuff and then it 

kind of like crests and after that you’re better off not using it and using something else kind 

of because it just doesn’t, the time you spend fiddling with it trying to get it to work, I just, it 

seems like you get to a point where it’s like “All right, I need to just figure something out.”



Beth: You said you tested out their new, they have a new Canva for business, right, that does 

the automatic re-sizing. Why don’t you, I think if you could share a little bit about how you 

work because I’m sure there’s people that, when I read about it, once again I read it and I’m 

like “We’re going to be out of business again.” I personally could come up with, I’ve been 

thinking the same thing. If I could come up with some way that people could design and 

have it look good and re-size and fit everything they need across the board without knowing 

anything about design or knowing how to use any tools, wouldn’t that be amazing for people. 

Every single one of my clients wants that to be true. So how true is it?

Maggie: Sadly, it’s not that true, and I was so excited. I had signed up to be alerted about 

Canva for work way back in the spring when they announced it was coming and I was on some 

list so they would kind of dribble these teasers out about features that were going to be in it 

and it’s coming soon, it’s almost here and so they had like a little video about this feature that 

they call “magic resize,” and I was so excited because it looked like magic. It was exactly that. 

I have one thing, the email banner that my designer created, but I need to make a Facebook 

post for it, and I need to make a LinkedIn graphic for it, and I need to do a Twitter graphic for 

it, and I need to make a button app out of it, and now I can use Canva and it’s $10 a month 

and it’s going to be, I won’t even need a designer anymore. The reality is it’s not really magic. 

It’s OK. That particular feature, you do save your image and then you can select different sizes 

and it will quasi-resize it. Basically it creates an empty container that is that size so say you 

have an email header that’s whatever, 1000x200 and you need to make a LinkedIn graphic 

that is 300x150 or something so it will create a white container that is 300x150, but basically 

you will have your tiny banner within that is now shrunk to fit in that size of container, so rather 

than …

Beth: So it shrinks everything, so you can still rearrange. It doesn’t merge it all into one file?

Maggie: No, it open up a new window for each one. Say you have your graphic on the screen, 

it pulls down the check size so you pull down like file in the top corner and then magic resize 

and it brings up like a menu of the different things you can create, a banner, add a button, 

add a postcard, whatever, like all the various image sizes and you can check box multiples of 

those and for each one you check it opens up a new tab and has your design.



Beth: All of the elements are in it. So the file will open back up again and if you had like 

your logo and a photo and a little piece of type in there, all those three elements will still 

be in there and they’ll still be loose, but it probably scales it down to the width of the new 

thing, which could completely destroy the height. So it’s really what you’re saying is like it’s a 

mathematical width conversion and if you end up going from 1000 pixel wide and 100 pixel 

tall item to which is like a long skinny horizontal, the next thing you need is something more 

of a squarish rectangle or say you’re going to like a Pinterest post which is vertical, you’ll 

end up with like a tiny little strip at the top and then you have re-scale and rearrange. So the 

main thing that you’re getting out of this magic re-size is all of the elements that were on the 

original or still physically there on the new one and make sure that the canvas size is the right 

size and shape for you.

Maggie: I don’t think it even let’s you edit. Once it’s created your new thing that went from 

1000 wide to 300 wide, I don’t think it then lets you manipulate that image within that 

container. I think it is what it is. I could be wrong, but I think I tried that.

Beth: If any listeners are out there listening and you know or have tried it and had different 

results, please make sure that you let me know. Send me a response. You can email me at 

Beth@IrisCreative.com or go to the show notes page which we will list at the end. 

Maggie: I have used it and in some cases it’s been “This is better than nothing,” and 

whatever image I started with was a size that lent itself okay to magic re-size and it maybe 

wasn’t magic, but it was pretty good, but then there are just some things where it just wasn’t 

good. There are a couple other features of the Canva for Work that work OK. I don’t know 

that I would pay for them. You can set up like a template so you can, that’s one thing where 

you’ll set up something and you’ll forget what font you used last time. It lets you kind of set 

up a template so that everything you create will always have your set fonts. It lets you if you 

have your brand guides and your color codes, it will let you set up as pre-sets like your brand 

colors, your brand fonts for headings.

Beth: That would be really helpful.

Maggie: That, if you are, that may be worth, if that’s literally your only budget and you’re 



going to need to create presentations and various things, it does save you a little bit of time 

of having to get out your brand guide and look up those colors every time and that kind of 

thing. I know there’s some kind of team features on some other, it seems kind of focused on a 

design team, which I’m thinking most people who are using this are probably like really low or 

no budget organizations who probably don’t have a team, so I’m kind of wondering how this 

feature might actually be for, if you have a whole team

Beth: You think one of them would be a designer.

Maggie: I imagine if you’re that level of sophistication where there’s an internal team 

reviewing your designs, I would imagine you probably have a bigger budget tool than that, 

but maybe I’m wrong.

Beth: That was good. I jumped off and on to Canva while you were still talking a little 

bit about re-sizing images and I want to get back to that because that’s something that 

everybody really, really struggles with so one thing it will struggle with is layout and putting 

all the pieces together, but just getting a photograph to the right resolution and to the right 

physical dimensions because there’s two separate and overlapping things that are super hard 

to explain. We’re working on a tutorial for this for people, but every time we try it, it gets 

really complicated really fast so we’re working on simplifying it, but we’re going to get there. 

One of the things I see people have to do, there’s sort of two things really that people have 

to do. One is get a picture to the right resolution. I think most people know what resolution 

means. The right amount of pixels or dots per image and on the screen, like when you’re 

looking at something on the screen, you need 72 dpi, which is the resolution. When you’re 

printing something, you need 300 dpi and moving back and forth through those two different 

sizes correctly is challenging. Let’s focus on resolution first. What are you using when you 

need to work, get something sized to the right resolution for onscreen versus in print?

Maggie: That I have to send to the designer. I have no concept of that. 

Beth: That doesn’t surprise me. 

Maggie: It’s just like frustrating too because to have to, I literally need, I feel like it’s 



something I could do myself, but I just don’t understand it enough. I did try, there’s like a free 

version of sort of like a Photoshop equivalent called Gimp.

Beth: How do you like that? How do you like Gimp?

Maggie: I don’t even understand. I downloaded it and I opened it and I’m like “I don’t know 

what a layer is. I don’t know how to do that.” It seemed like if I just had, I was always like “If I 

had Photoshop, I’m sure I could figure it out.” 

Beth: That is going to be the quote for the episode I can tell you right now because I feel that 

everyone says that. “If I just had Photoshop,” and what I want to tell everyone is the words 

“just” and “PhotoShop” should never be in the same sentence. 

Maggie: It’s like if I just had a law manual or if I just had a medical school textbook I could do 

this operation. 

Beth: Exactly. It’s like here, potential doctor. Here’s your scalpel. I’m sure you’ll figure it out as 

you go.

Maggie: Exactly, yeah.

Beth: Just dig around in there and see, you’ll find the bullet eventually.

Maggie: Exactly, so if I knew how to use Photoshop, then I would, it looks to me like I’ve 

probably seen Photoshop. I’ve seen it. I can kind of visualize a couple of the pull downs so 

that when I had Gimp, I recognized it, and I realized I just don’t know. This is the same I didn’t 

know that I didn’t know about Photoshop, and I still don’t know it even though the program 

was free. 

Beth: That’s the thing. Even if you got better, one of the things that we’re trying to do is 

deal with the fact that the reality is that Photoshop is the right program for many people. 

Photoshop is the tool that can do everything, but when you open it up you just want to cry. It’s 

so overwhelming so I’m trying to compile a list of what are the main things that people need 



to do on a regular basis so that we can maybe do some simple. If you open Photoshop and 

you need to resize a picture, do this and don’t worry about anything else. Don’t worry about 

the layers, don’t fool around with this. You’re going to give yourself, it’s just going to cause 

problems because really it’s the best tool we can give you. We can give you different work 

arounds and try this. You said you tried PicMonkey. Is that good with resolution or does it get 

confusing really fast?

Maggie: I don’t think I’ve ever tried it for a resolution thing. I’ve tried it more for either 

resizing an image or doing like a biographic, so needing to overlay like some text over an 

image. 

Beth: I found that, too. Out of all of the online services, the free online services I liked 

how PicMonkey lets you just literally put in your canvas size and the thing that people get 

confused with a lot is image size, which is resolution versus canvas size, which is the actual 

dimensions and shape of the page that you’re working on. If your goal is somebody sent you 

a picture off of an iPhone and you want to put it up onto your blog and in your blog you’ve 

got an image that’s 600x400, you can open up your 1200x800 image from your iPhone, put 

it into PicMonkey and create the right size canvas and get this scaled down. In general, it’s 

always safer to scale down than to scale up. If you scale down, you’ll end up with a giant file 

that’s probably too big, but it’s going to look clean and clear. If you scale up, scary things can 

start to happen. You can go back and listen to our podcast that we did with Kelly Meissner. 

Of course I never have the numbers open when I’m recording of what episode number that is. 

I’ll make sure that I list it in the show notes for this episode so you can go back and listen to 

Kelly’s episode. She did a great tutorial on some of the different tools that you can use. 

Maggie: I need to look at that. 

Beth: Definitely look at that and one thing I would recommend to you while we’re on here, 

you said you’re using Paint. One of the challenges Kelly found, she did like a whole testing 

process with a lot of the different free tools and comparisons of different ways to do things. 

In Paint, the minute you let go of clicking it, like if you size something and you let go of it, 

it’s permanent. It doesn’t have layers and there’s no history so it’s hard to go back. If you put 



type on top of a picture, it sort of automatically embeds that type right into the picture and 

you can’t change it after that, which is really frustrating. Paint.net is another free program that 

works almost like Paint, but better. 

Maggie: OK. I’ll try that one out. 

Beth: That one really might help.

Maggie: I will try that and I’m definitely going to try that one and another thing that I have 

found is especially for blog graphics or now with Instagram or Pinterest, something where you 

maybe want a watermark, a picture or an image or put your URL or something, I’ve found it’s 

just easier to do it on my iPhone. There’s just apps that …

Beth: Yeah, let’s talk about some of those. I was actually thinking “We should probably talk 

about the apps.” So which apps have you been trying.?

Maggie: I use, and again, God forbid I should ever actually take the time to set it up one time 

with a consistent font. I’m always going back to my posts and trying to remember what font 

did I use last time for my blog? I’m terrible with my own brand.

Beth: I usually keep a little cheat sheet.

Maggie: Exactly, i used Diptic to do some photo collages and then it lets you put some text 

over it. Pixlr I’ve used. There is, what’s the, oh there’s an app, I think it’s called Watermark 

something.

Beth: Which is great for putting over, I mean for anyone that has copyrighted images. I like 

people to use the watermark concept to just put their URL in the bottom of it when you’re 

sharing something. Have you tried WordSwag?

Maggie: No.

Beth: That’s one that I heard about. I took that with me when I went to Europe recently 



thinking I would take pictures and make all these things live at the same time, but 

unfortunately in Europe there was very little wi-fi where I was and the funny thing is, you have 

a writing and word background so you get stuck on the images. I would take these gorgeous 

images, great photos that I took, open them up in WordSwag, got get a pretty font, put it 

there and have no idea what to write on it. We all have our places where we get stuck. For 

me, writing a headline or writing that great thing that you’re going to put on top of a picture, 

I just sit there and stare at it. It takes me forever.

Maggie: I’m going to try that one. 

Beth: I got it on the iPad, which is huge and beautiful and the interface on it is really, really 

nice. That’s a great thing to use. I would love to see people starting to use that at live events, 

like maybe getting a couple of volunteers to like live-tweet things using a tool like one of 

these online photo tools. Imagine if you got a bunch of volunteers with their iPhones to take 

pictures and then put photos on top of things. It could be wonderful.

Maggie: For me, like Twitter, I hardly use Twitter anymore. It’s so crowded, and it’s so busy.

Beth: That’s so funny because that’s where you and I met.

Maggie: I know, exactly and it’s sad because we’ve already said it used to be back in the day 

that’s where I made some really great connections that led to real life friends and used to go 

to that for news and everything, but it’s just so crowded now that I tend to go to Instagram 

more, but like you said, it’s like now that is one way that organizations could start maybe using 

Instagram with more value than just, back in the day when my job was trying to sell people 

on why Twitter wasn’t a waste of time and it was that referring “I don’t care what people are 

having for lunch,” like that’s sort of now the Instagram thing.

Beth: That’s funny. I’m hardly ever on Instagram, and I don’t know why. I have my phone in my 

hand all the time. 

Maggie: I think also like as our brands get so crowded with information overload it’s just 

easier to just like zip through a stream of photos than it is to try to scroll down tweets. I guess 



my eyes have gotten lazy or something, but I definitely, I know now when I go to events, 

looking for the hashtag on Instagram is kind of reminiscent of when you used to be on one 

of four people using Twitter or something like that. It’s kind of the same feel where it’s more 

like that intimate kind of smaller, but like a different kind of view of the event, especially with 

images and then if you put text over them, I think that could be really cool. Especially your 

idea of volunteers and then you can also re-purpose it for Twitter too, but I think that, I don’t 

know. For me, Instagram lately seems to be kind of all I can handle. Maybe eventually I’ll go 

the other way. 

Beth: Absolutely. I really thing the way the web is going, visual is just going to get bigger 

and bigger and it’s just going to get to be more of a challenge so that is one idea, bringing 

in some volunteers even as little as on an event or people that are going to be there anyway. 

It can be really hard to convince, to get a design firm or freelance designer. Have you tried 

anything with like using pro bono work? I know a lot of people want to do that and it doesn’t 

always work out the way that they hope.

Maggie: I haven’t for work. I know for my personal stuff or my freelance business, I’ve used 

like Fiverr for my logo, for one of my blogs I did or even I’ve had to use Fiverr for, I designed 

my logo on some free tool, but now I’m on VistaPrint getting my business cards and I need it 

in, they say you upload your logo that you’re all proud of and it’s like this resolution isn’t good 

enough. What do you mean? It looks fine to me. I’ve had to use Fiverr for stuff like that. Can 

you make a print version of this?

Beth: I think they’re great. Fiverr actually does all the transcripts for all of our episodes. 

Getting things transcribed, oh my God, it’s been phenomenal so we transcribe every 

single episode and then I have all of that written out so I can pull out pieces of them and 

refer back to them, use them for blog posts, use them for, I’ve pulled a lot of them, we’ve 

recently launched a course through my nonprofit tool kit product line. We have a course on 

branding for nonprofits and a lot of the pieces of that are from things that people shared on 

the podcast that I was able to pull some of that knowledge in and incorporated it into the 

program and a lot of it was already written out, which was phenomenal. It was really helpful. 



Maggie: Cool. I’ll have to try that. 

Beth: I thought it was so valuable to bring you on here. Sometimes I like to bring people 

on that have solved the problem and here’s the way to do it, but I also think there’s a lot of 

value to bringing in somebody who is just like everybody that’s listening and has found some 

solutions and is struggling with other stuff just if nothing else so that we can just start this 

conversation about what’s working and how are you managing it? Inasmuch as we’re a creative 

firm and we do this work for people, very few organizations, even if they had all the money 

in the world, can have an agency like mine do all that work for them because a lot of time it’s 

because of the speed. Like you were saying, you’ll think you’re done. You’ll think you have 

everything ready for your conference and then 11 o’clock at night right before you have to 

launch the next morning, you realize you need a whatever. You’re not going to be able to get 

a hold of the designer and say “Go grab all those visual assets and create this new thing for 

me.” You’re willing to stay up all night, but everybody has that last minute stuff or there’s just 

the overall volume of lots of pieces that you need to create. The budget often exceeds what 

you can really use or would be the best use of the designer’s time sometimes. 

Maggie: Well, especially if you’re all of a sudden as a social media strategy you decide 

you’re going to post something every day on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Even just one 

post a day, five times a week times three platforms. If you had to create graphics for all that, 

that’s a ton. It’s a ton and it would be that kind of volume and you know a lot of times when 

organizations are trying to get on board with kind of the real time stuff so say there’s like 

thing you need somebody to vote on something right now or suddenly there was a hashtag 

or suddenly during the Super Bowl there was mention of your profession and you need to like 

get something together right then, you don’t have time to like send an email to your agency 

and wait, get in line and they have a four-day turnaround time or something like that.

Beth: Exactly, yes one of the things I think has been working for us and it might help you too 

is when we first take on a project, like say it’s for a conference or something like that and they 

want us to do the conference logo and the brochure or the original announcement, some 

people still do pre-brochures for things like this. We’ll usually try to ask them when we finish 

our piece and hand it back to you, what are, let’s write a list of all the things we can think 



of that you’re going to need to create and then before we even start designing, we start to 

think about if we create this graphical embellishment that’s going to be thematic thing for 

this logo, how can we give that piece back to the client so that they can take that and run 

with it and do different things with it? So we’ll ask them things like will you have access to 

Adobe Illustrator? Do you have Photoshop? Are you just going to be doing this in Canva? 

Sometimes it’s formatting. We finish a piece, we do it exactly the way we’re going to do it and 

we just sometimes we’ll take the whole design and pull all the words off of it and just save the 

background as a jpeg file so we can give that back to them. Sometimes when we’re designing 

we’re literally thinking let’s put this swoosh or this into a clear area at the top so that when 

we slice that out, that can then become a header on a Word document for somebody. We’ll 

actually design thinking we know that they’re going to have to do a form in Word later so let’s 

make sure that we’re moving in conjunction together and that when they finish, they might 

invest. You can invest. It could be a lot $60,000-$80,000. How can we design something like 

that with the thought of when it’s broken down without any additional design costs, literally 

just slicing pieces out, how can we give them more than the sum of the parts? How can we 

make this add up to lots of different graphics when they’re really only paying for the one 

piece? That can be really, really helpful to people. Taking that extra time to sit down and talk 

through and we did this with an association recently. It’s the International Sleep Association. 

We’re doing a brochure, a mattress association. I love associations because of all the unique 

things you guys do and we made a list of everything and what we ended up doing is they said 

these two things are going to be really time-consuming. One was the prospectus brochure 

and one was the attendee brochure. They had us do that and then we gave them the color 

scheme, we recolored the logo for the year to match the theme and gave that piece back to 

them and then we had a background graphic that we gave to them and they were able to 

take that and it was a very abstract design and just import it in and any sort of slicer piece 

of it they used looked great and then we created like this little graphical dashed and dotted 

line and we saved that as an element so we tried to give them, here are all the little thematic 

pieces that you could then use. Make it horizontal, make it vertical, change the color and 

sometimes even we’ve had other clients say we’d just like to spend a teeny little bit more and 

have you, can you just give that to us in four different colors? Can you give that to us in these 

five different sizes? Out of one big piece for just a tiny little bit more you can get a couple 

more elements sized as backgrounds that then will cut your work down so much.



Maggie: Also like it would be the kind of thing where people, you’re just sort of running from 

one thing to the next and to have an agency that’s suggesting that stuff at the outset where 

I might not have even thought about it and have that kind of offered as an add-on to if I am 

just coming to you to design my show book or something like that. If my designer were to be 

like I can do this for you and then for an extra whatever $500 I could do an email header or I 

could do this, this and this. Would you want me to do that? I think that would be super helpful 

because of stuff that I wouldn’t even have gotten to that point yet, but when somebody 

brings it up, it’s like “Oh yeah, I am going to need all that.” I think that’s really helpful.

Beth: Yeah, so definitely everybody who is listening, go out and ask your designer about that. 

Don’t just think I’m hiring a designer to do brochures and that’s all I can afford. Really work 

with your designer to brainstorm so that you can talk about here’s the marketing, here’s the 

continuum of what I have to do. This is how much money I have to spend. How can you help 

me use that money most effectively? 

Maggie: I think that’s awesome. 

Beth: So what one tip would you like to leave people with? In all the work that you have to 

do for managing design, have you found something that’s been the most hopeful for you that 

you think could help other people?

Maggie: I guess so far I would have to say it’s Canva just because it has allowed me, 

especially because I do so much digital stuff and I’ve had to like in terms of stuff I’ve had to 

create that has given me enough to be able to kind of piece together. It took a lot of trying 

and you know a lot of failed attempts to be able to create something that actually looks 

sort of half way decent and professional. So you know, I would say if you literally have like 

no budget at all or if you have a one man shop or you work for yourself, I mean Canva is 

definitely worth checking out certainly for social media graphics or blog graphics, that kind 

of stuff. It’s definitely a good start and then I’m trying to think what else. Definitely take a 

look at the apps in terms of if it’s too hard to do on your computer, a lot of things, especially 

with just putting some text over an image, some of the apps are better at that than the desk 

top things. Then you know maybe looking at either Fiverr or some ways of trying to kind of 



even without if you don’t have a budget to go to a design firm, getting at least sort of like 

the elements created professionally and then being able to at least have that piece to kind of 

break down and create sort of your own off shoots of that. At least you have like one kind of 

building block to kind of work from. 

Beth: Those are great tips. Maggie, this was fabulous. I always love it when I get a chance 

to talk about design with someone. If people have questions or just wanted to chat about 

anything or just have any input, where can people get in touch with you?

Maggie: Probably even though I said I hate Twitter, probably Twitter just because I have, it’s 

easy.

Beth: You’re secretly there!

Maggie: Exactly. I get a notification on my iPhone. It’s not lost in my in box. It’s MaggieLMcG 

on Twitter. That’s probably the best.

Beth: Are you still blogging? 

Maggie: I am still, I’m really trying to hang in there. Now I had a brainstorm about a year and 

a half ago to create another blog, like a fun blog so now not only am I trying to keep up with 

one blog, I’m trying to keep up with two.

Beth: I know the feeling. 

Maggie: I am trying to be better about it. I am trying to get back into it. That’s 

MizzInformation.com and I do try to talk, especially now that I’m at a small staff association. 

I try to kind of shift my focus to what are some tools that if you are similarly strapped for 

resources, kind of what are some tools and tips for a small staff association people. 

Beth: That’s great and even if she’s not blogging as often as she was, the archives, go back 

and look because Maggie’s written some great stuff over time that I’m sure is still evergreen 

and super valuable. 



Maggie: Thank you. Thanks, Beth.

Beth: Thank you so much for joining me today. I really appreciate your sharing your 

knowledge and insights with both me and the nonprofit community. Thank you so much.

Maggie: Thanks for having me. 


